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Summary. The paper presents an adaptation and validation of the Pseudo-pro-
found Bullshit Receptivity Scale, developed by Pennycook and colleagues in 2015. 
The adaptation was performed using the back translation method. The validation 
was conducted on a group of students and Facebook users (N = 209) and included 
a 30-item version of the scale and a shortened 10-item version. The scale’s internal 
structure was verified using confirmatory factor analysis, and its external valid-
ity was verified using correlation analyses. The measurement with the adapted 
30-item scale was reliable, fitted the theoretical model, and indicated scalar in-
variance with the American version. The external validity of the adapted scale 
was confirmed by the correlations with the criterion variables – pseudo-profound 
bullshit receptivity was associated with less analytic and more intuitive thinking 
style, higher ontological confusion, and religious belief. The Polish adaptation of 
the 30-item Pseudo-profound Bullshit Receptivity Scale can be used for quantita-
tive research and cross-cultural comparisons.
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Introduction

Nowadays, distinguishing truth from falsehood is a big problem for many 
of us (Keyes, 2004). The same problem also affects the context of distinguishing 
true depth from mere nonsense (Sperber, 2010). The subject of this article, i.e. the 
phenomenon of pseudo-depth, is a tool often used nowadays to arouse admiration 
in others and to show the author’s extraordinary sensitivity (Goldman, 2001). The 
phenomenon of pseudo-depth itself involves the production of a stream of words 
which, thanks to the use of scientific language taken out of context, create the illu-
sion of depth for the recipient. The meaninglessness of such sentences makes them 
incomprehensible, which in turn increases the impression of depth because people 
judge as deeper what they cannot understand (Sperber, 2010). Nowadays, pseudo-
science resorts to the same tricks – trying to present its intellectual superiority over 
science (Goldman, 2001). We tend to think that the phenomenon of pseudo-depth 
is after all rare and limited only to certain social circles, for example, the so-called 
anti-vaxxers or flat earthers. However, research by Sokal (2010) has shown that we 
all experience this phenomenon in almost every area of life. Sokal (2010) himself 
notes that even the academic community is not entirely free from nonsense. 

Pennycook and colleagues (2015) proposed the existence of a trait responsible 
for susceptibility to pseudo-profound bullshit – reflexive open-mindedness – and 
created a scale to measure it. Since then, numerous researchers have explored this 
topic, expanding it to include nonsense other than pseudo-deep nonsense – for 
example, scientific (Evans, Sleegers, Mlakar, 2020), organizational (Ferreira et al., 
2022), or just nonsense in general (Čavojová, Brezina, Jurkovič, 2020); and when ex-
amined in an interpersonal context, as the frequency of talking nonsense (Littrell, 
Risko, Fugelsang, 2021). Therefore, it is worth bringing this topic closer to Polish 
researchers and equipping them with a tool to measure this phenomenon.

Nonsense, a lie and pseudo-profound bullshit

Using the definition used by the creators of the original scale (Pennycook et al., 
2015), bullshit (BS) is something that is intended to impress but is a claim or a state-
ment that is constructed without any concern for the truth (Frankfurt, 2005). BS is 
therefore a sentence with correct grammatical syntax, which distinguishes it from 
regular nonsense, also known as conversational gibberish, and at the same time, it 
has no logical value in the same sense as a true or false sentence. This definition 
also indicates the difference between a BS and a lie, which require intentional ma-
nipulation and deception. 

Pennycook and his team (2015) set themselves the goal of examining a specific 
type of nonsense – pseudo-profound bullshit, the purpose of which is to create the il-
lusion of a deeper, philosophical meaning. Pseudo-profound bullshit is composed of 
clever-sounding words and, despite correct syntax and semantic structure, contains 
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neither meaning nor depth. The Bullshit Receptivity Scale (BSR; Pennycook et al., 
2015) consists of sentences generated by using two algorithms: (1) an online new-
age bullshit generator (www.sebpearce.com/bullshit) and (2) a generator of random 
pseudo-deep sentences drawing from Deepak Chopra’s entries on the Twitter plat-
form (www.wisdomofchopra.com). These sentences contained the correct semantic 
structure, but were only a collection of randomly arranged buzzwords – such as 
“consciousness” or “quantum”. The procedure of generating them therefore ex-
cluded the presence of a deeper meaning or other hidden wisdom in such items 
(Pennycook et al., 2015). An example of such pseudo-profound bullshit is the sen-
tence: “The future will be an astral unveiling of inseparability.” This sentence con-
sists of the already mentioned buzzwords “astral” and “inseparability”. However, 
a skeptical reader will easily notice that it is devoid of any deeper meaning.

Susceptibility to pseudo-profound bullshit  
– reflexive open-mindedness

The feature responsible for perceiving pseudo-profound bullshit as tru-
ly profound has been called reflexive open-mindedness, as opposed to reflective 
open-mindedness (Pennycook et al., 2015). They presented two mechanisms that 
may be responsible for reflexive openness of mind. The first is the tendency to ac-
cept and consider all new information to be meaningful and true (Gilbert, 1991). 
The second mechanism is the inability to distinguish true depth from the pseu-
do-depth present in nonsense or the inability to recognize a situation in which an 
attempt to make such a distinction should be made. 

Pennycook and his team (2015) checked whether the perception of pseudo-pro-
found sentences as profound is the effect of the first mechanism – the tendency 
of subjects to agree (Gilbert, 1991). To control this, two additional variables were 
measured: the assessment of the depth of ordinary sentences, such as: “Newborns 
require constant attention”, as well as popular motivational sentences, commonly 
considered to be truly profound, such as: “Dripping water hollows out stone, not 
through force but through persistence”. The authors assumed, however, that the 
second of the mechanisms described above (i.e. the inability to distinguish pseu-
do-depth from true depth, or failure to recognize the situation in which such a dis-
tinction should be made) is crucial for understanding individual differences in sus-
ceptibility to pseudo-profound bullshit.

One of the dispositions responsible for individual differences in recognizing 
nonsense and situations in which such a distinction should be made is the analytic 
thinking style. According to the dual-process theory (Evans, Stanovich, 2013; also 
known in Poland under its older name as the dual-system theory, see: Białek, 2017), 
it is the ability to overcome the answer generated by fast and intuitive type 1 rea-
soning, to engage in type 2 reasoning – slow, reflective, and accurate, but requir-
ing effort. People with a more analytic thinking style are better at switching to 
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Type 2 reasoning and recognizing situations in which they are supposed to do so 
(Pennycook et al., 2015). Since the acceptance of pseudo-profound bullshit is intui-
tive, people with a more analytic thinking style will be more efficient in recognizing 
situations in which they need to think about whether the given information is really 
deep, and they will also be more accurate in assessing its real depth (Pennycook et 
al., 2015). People with a less analytic, i.e. intuitive thinking style (Pacini, Epstein 1999) 
should behave completely differently – they will believe in the superficial depth con-
tained in pseudo-profound bullshit and their subjective first impression about it. 
For this reason, people who think intuitively will not notice anything suspicious in 
pseudo-profound bullshit – no cognitive conflict will be aroused and they will not 
engage in type 2 reasoning, and they will rather devote their cognitive resources to 
justifying the pseudo-depth perceived in the sentence (Pennycook et al., 2015).

Another source of susceptibility to pseudo-profound bullshit may be a phe-
nomenon called ontological confusion (Lindeman, Aarnio, 2007). People are irra-
tional (Tversky, Kahneman, 1974; Stanovich, 2011), therefore they tend to make false 
judgments and perceptions about reality. One such false assessment is the con-
fusion of the characteristics of animate and inanimate objects, called ontological 
confusion (Lindeman, Aarnio, 2007). His example is failing to notice the metaphor-
ical nature and judging sentences such as “flowers want light” as literal. People 
who cannot recognize in such a sentence a metaphor in which semantically for-
eign words are syntactically combined, creating a phraseological compound with 
a meaning other than the literal one, or who do not even notice the need to analyze 
this sentence more carefully, will also not be able to recognize pseudo-profound 
bullshit (Pennycook et al. , 2015). 

Another phenomenon that, according to the authors of the original scale 
(Pennycook et al., 2015), should co-occur with susceptibility to pseudo-profound 
bullshit is susceptibility to epistemically unwarranted beliefs (Lobato et al., 2014). 
Such beliefs lack epistemic justification, that is, they are not supported by “the total-
ity of the current state of knowledge and evidence available to knowledge seekers 
at the time of asking the question” (Hansson, 2009, p. 239). Conspiracy, magical, 
paranormal, and pseudoscientific beliefs are examples of epistemically unfound-
ed beliefs (Lobato et al., 2014) and, as recent research shows, are indeed positive-
ly associated with susceptibility to pseudo-profound bullshit (van Prooijen et al., 
2022). Moreover, many statements resulting from such beliefs are also nonsense 
(Pennycook et al., 2015; van Prooijen et al., 2022).

Research validating the pseudo-profound bullshit scale (Pennycook et al., 2015) 
confirmed the hypotheses presented above. Susceptibility to pseudo-profound 
bullshit was associated with a less analytic and more intuitive style of thinking, 
ontological confusion, and a range of epistemically unjustified beliefs: religious, 
paranormal, conspiratorial, and medical. They also presented several other corre-
lations with variables such as vocabulary intelligence, fluid intelligence, numerical 
abilities and susceptibility to heuristics. 
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The presented study aims to adapt the scale of susceptibility to pseudo-pro-
found bullshit (Pennycook et al., 2015). The validity and reliability of the ten-item 
version and the full thirty-item version were verified. It was also checked whether 
the measurement with the adapted scales was equivalent to the measurement with 
the original scale in English.

Polish adaptation

To verify the theoretical validity, in addition to the susceptibility to pseudo-pro-
found bullshit, the following were measured: (1) the level of the analytic thinking 
style and (2) the level of the intuitive thinking style. This allowed us to verify the the-
oretical validity from the perspective of cognitive dispositions, especially taking into 
account the dual-process theory. It also measured (3) ontological confusion, as well 
as (4) religious beliefs (e.g. belief in angels and demons) as some of the epistemically 
unjustified beliefs. The perception of ordinary and motivational sentences was also 
controlled. Ordinary sentences should be rated as relatively undeep – less profound 
than pseudo-profound bullshit. In turn, motivational sentences should be rated by 
respondents as more profound – deeper than pseudo-profound bullshit.

The weakest correlation between susceptibility to pseudo-profound bullshit 
and the criterion variables in the original study was observed for religious beliefs 
and amounted to r = .27. To detect correlations of this strength with adequate pow-
er (Power = .80, α = .05 for r = .27), according to the analysis carried out using the 
G*Power package (3.1.9.4; Faul et al., 2007), is needed there is a sample of 105 people. 
To fully compare the obtained results with the original ones, it was decided to col-
lect a larger sample, similar to the study by Pennycook and team (2015), i.e. approx-
imately 250 people. Moreover, a sample of at least 200 people is recommended when 
performing confirmatory factor analyses (Kyriazos, 2018).

The process of linguistic adaptation

The translation of the scale material followed the back-translation procedure 
(Brislin, 1970). The questionnaire items were translated into Polish and then in-
dependently back-translated. The English version obtained in this way was com-
pared with the original. After correcting minor discrepancies, the final version of 
the scale was obtained.

Procedure and description of the sample

234 people took part in the validation study. Data was collected online via 
a Google survey. The respondents were recruited through the internal online re-
search system of the SWPS University, as well as with the help of Facebook groups 
bringing together people who voluntarily completed surveys. The study itself was 
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approved by the University Ethics Committee of SWPS University in Poznan (con-
sent number: 2019-16-01) and was conducted from July to September 2019.

The respondents were informed in the instructions that participation in the 
study was voluntary and that they could stop it at any time. Then they filled out 
a form containing questions about age, gender and education. Next, the respond-
ents completed the following: a measure of analytic thinking style, a scale of onto-
logical confusion, a scale of susceptibility to pseudo-profound bullshit, a scale of 
religious beliefs and a scale of intuitive thinking style. During the study, respond-
ents also answered 3 attention-testing questions (e.g. “attention-testing question: 
please select answer 5”), as well as a question about their knowledge of Deepak 
Chopra’s work, which was the source of 10 out of 30 items in the susceptibility to 
pseudo-profound bullshit questionnaire. Due to attention criteria and knowledge 
of Deepak Chopra’s work, 25 people were removed from further analysis. The final 
sample consisted of (N = 209) subjects. Among them, 79% were women, and the 
age of the respondents ranged from 18 to 74 years (Mage = 27.82; SDage = 9.27). 15 re-
spondents had secondary education, 100 were studying, 34 had first-cycle higher 
education, and 60 respondents had second-cycle higher education.

Research tools

Average scores were calculated for all scales. The exception was the measure-
ment of the analytic thinking style, in which the result was the number of correct 
answers in the test. Items for the adapted scales are presented in the Supplement 
available on the OSF project website https://osf.io/gm2dn/. Measurement reliability 
along with descriptive statistics for all study variables are presented in Table 1. 

Perception of pseudo-profound bullshit was assessed using an adapted scale for 
measuring susceptibility to pseudo-profound bullshit (BSR; Pennycook et al., 2015; 
Polish adaptation prepared for the needs of the study). Subjects rated given state-
ments (e.g., “The future will be an astral unveiling of inseparability”) on a response 
scale ranging from 1 = not at all profound to 5 = very profound. The full version of 
the scale (BRS_30) consists of 30 items. The shortened version of the scale (BSR_10) 
consists of ten items from the full scale – these are items 1 to 5 and 11 to 15. The 
measurement with the shortened version of the scale was reliable (α = .88), while the 
measurement with the full version of the scale had very high reliability (α =.96).

The perception of motivational sentences was examined using an adapted ten-
item secondary scale for measuring the perception of depth in motivational texts 
(BSR_M; Pennycook et al., 2015; Polish adaptation prepared for the needs of the 
study). The scale consisted of popular motivational texts (e.g., “A wet man does 
not fear the rain”). Respondents answered on a scale from 1 = not at all profound to 
5 = very profound. Measurement using this scale was reliable (α = .84). 

Perception of ordinary sentences was examined using an adapted ten-item 
secondary scale for measuring perceived depth in ordinary sentences (BSR_Z; 
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Pennycook et al., 2015; Polish adaptation prepared for the needs of the study). 
This scale consisted of sentences that had a completely mundane meaning (e.g.: 
“Newborns require constant attention”). Respondents responded on a response 
scale from 1 = not at all profound to 5 = very profound. The measurement with this 
scale had high reliability (α = .93).

The items of the scales measuring the perception of ordinary sentences, mo-
tivational sentences and pseudo-profound bullshit were mixed and presented to 
the subjects as one scale composed of 50 items. Additionally, an indicator for rec-
ognizing pseudo-profound bullshit was created. It was calculated as the difference 
between the average perception rating of the motivational sentences and the ten 
sentences that make up the shortened version of the pseudo-profound bullshit 
scale. A higher level of this indicator meant better differentiation of motivational 
sentences from pseudo-profound sentences.

The analytic thinking style was measured using an adaptation of the extended 
7-item cognitive reflection test (CRT; Toplak, West, Stanovich, 2014; Polish adap-
tation Sobkow, Olszewska, Sirota, 2023). This test consists of seven puzzles (e.g. 
“A baseball bat and a ball together cost PLN 1.10. The bat costs PLN 1.00 more than the ball. 
How much does the ball cost?”) suggesting an intuitive, but incorrect answer (10 cents). 
The measurement with this scale had acceptable reliability (α = .68), similar to pre-
vious studies using this tool (e.g. Pennycook et al., 2015).

The intuitive thinking style was measured using the Polish adaptation of 
a subscale that is part of the Rational-Experiential Inventory questionnaire (Pacini, 
Epstein, 1999; Polish adaptation created for the needs of the study). The scale is 
used to measure the self-descriptive level of belief in and trust in one’s intuition. 
It consists of twenty items, such as “I trust my first impressions of people.” The re-
sponse scale ranged from 1 = completely false about me to 5 = completely true about me. 
Measurement using this scale achieved high reliability (α = .92).

Ontological confusion was measured using an adapted ontological confusion 
questionnaire (Lindeman, Aarnio, 2007; Polish adaptation prepared for the needs 
of the study). The scale measures the ability to recognize the metaphorical nature 
of a sentence. It consists of 20 items (14 appropriate metaphorical sentences, such 
as “The Earth wants water” and 6 literal fillers, such as “Flowing water is a liquid”). 
Subjects rated the items on a scale from 1 = fully metaphorical to 5 = fully literal. 
The ontological confusion index was calculated as the average of the answers to 
14 valid questions. A higher score, i.e. judging metaphorical sentences to be more 
literal, meant a higher level of ontological confusion. Measurement using this tool 
achieved high reliability (α = .89).

Religious beliefs were measured using the Polish adaptation of the six-item 
religious belief scale (Pennycook et al., 2014; Polish adaptation Sobkow, Olszewska, 
Sirota, 2023). The scale consists of items such as “Angels and demons operate in our 
world.” Respondents responded on a scale from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly 
agree. The measurement with this tool achieved high reliability (α = .91).
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for individual items

M SD Skewness Curtosis

BSR_10 2.62  .87 .44 –.26
BSR_30 2.68  .88 .23 –.61
BSR_M 3.14  .79 –.11 –.36
BSR_Z 1.38  .71 2.94 9.04
Recognizing bullshit  .52  .79  .18  .06
Analytic thinking style 3.74 2.22  .19  .11
Intuitive thinking style 3.37  .68 –.27 –.30
Ontological confusion 2.03  .66 .99 1.74
Religious beliefs 3.06 1.16 –.29 –.92
Annotation. BSR_10, BSR_30 = ten-position and full thirty-position respectively scale to me-
asure the perception of pseudo-profound bullshit. BSR_M = perception of motivational sen-
tences. BSR_Z = perception of ordinary sentences. 

Psychometric properties of the adapted tool

The measurement using the ten-item version of the susceptibility to pseu-
do-profound bullshit scale achieved a reliability of α = .88 in the Polish version, 
whereas in the original version, it was α = .82. The reliability of the measurement 
with the thirty-item version was very high and almost identical to that obtained 
in the study by Pennycook and colleagues (α = .96 and α = .96, respectively; 2015). 
Table 2 below presents the content and descriptive statistics of all 30 items. 

Factor analysis

In both the ten-item and thirty-item versions of the scale, the assumed one-fac-
tor model was tested. Confirmatory analyses were performed with MPlus using the 
estimator of weighted least squares means and variance adjusted (WLSMV). This 
choice is dictated by item distributions that deviate from the normal distribution, 
a small number of response categories and relatively small samples. Good fit crite-
ria from Byrne’s work were used (1994; CFI > .95, RMSEA < .08). 

American data from study 1 (Pennycook et al., 2015) were used for comparison 
with the Polish ten-item version of the scale due to the largest sample (final N = 176). 
In the case of thirty-item versions, we compared the Polish version with data from 
study 3 because it was the only one that used all 30 items (final N = 164). 

In the first step, the Polish version of the scale was factor analyzed. Table 3 pre-
sents standardized factor loadings for the ten- and thirty-item versions of the scale. 
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The model of the ten-item version of the scale was a poor fit to the data due to the 
low factor loading of item 4 and the relatively low loadings of items 12 and 13. The 
thirty-item model, however, was a good fit to the data, although again several low 
factor loadings of items can be observed. 

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for individual items

Item (in Polish) M SD Skewness Curtosis

BS_1 Ukryte znaczenie przeobraża niespotykane 
abstrakcyjne piękno. 3.08 1.24 –.04  –.91

BS_2 Dobre zdrowie nadaje realność subtelnej 
kreatywności. 2.41 1.16 .52  –.58

BS_3 Integralność ucisza nieskończone zjawiska. 2.78 1.37 .21 –1.15

BS_4 Przyszłość wyjaśnia nieracjonalne fakty. 2.40 1.18 .63  –.43

BS_5
Wyobraźnia jest zawarta w gwałtownie 
postępujących zdarzeniach czaso-
przestrzennych.

2.67 1.23 .25  –.86

BS_6 Twoja świadomość rodzi mieszankę sieci 
neuronowych. 2.13 1.16 .77  –.29

BS_7 Twój ruch przekształca uniwersalne  
obserwacje. 2.52 1.23 .37  –.82

BS_8 Postrzegana rzeczywistość wykracza poza 
subtelną prawdę. 3.02 1.14 –.07  –.79

BS_9 Niewidzialne jest poza nową ponad- 
czasowością. 2.65 1.34 .30 –1.15

BS_10 Niewytłumaczalne przyjmuje naturalne 
doświadczenia. 2.53 1.26 .33  –.95

BS_11
Jesteśmy w połowie samoświadomego 
rozkwitu bytu, który ujednolici nas ze środ-
kiem splotu wydarzeń.

3.01 1.42 .04 –1.30

BS_12
Świadomość składa się z częstotliwości 
energii kwantowej. „Kwant” oznacza 
odsłonięcie nieograniczonego.

2.38 1.33 .56  –.91

BS_13 Świadomość to wzrost spójności 
i nas samych. 2.83 1.18 .17  –.81

BS_14
Znajdujemy się w środku rozkwitu połą-
czeń wysokiej częstotliwości, które dadzą 
nam dostęp do samej zupy kwantowej.

2.46 1.45 .54 –1.16

BS_15 Dzisiaj nauka mówi nam, że istotą natury 
jest radość. 2.16 1.16 .85  –.03
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Item (in Polish) M SD Skewness Curtosis

BS_16
W trakcie samorealizacji wejdziecie 
w nieskończoną empatię, która przekracza 
zrozumienie.

2.88 1.27 .12 –1.01

BS_17 Nieskończony wzywa nas poprzez superpo-
zycję możliwości. 2.54 1.36 .34 –1.18

BS_18 Jesteśmy wezwani do odkrywania całości 
jako interfejsu między spokojem i intuicją. 2.80 1.27 .01 –1.12

BS_19
Przez całą historię ludzie wchodzili 
w interakcje z krainą snów poprzez bio-
elektryczność.

2.11 1.21 .90  –.17

BS_20 Przyszłość będzie astralnym odsłonięciem 
nieodłączności. 2.79 1.41 .24 –1.26

BS_21 Uwaga i intencja to mechaniki manifestacji. 2.25 1.14 .47 –.78

BS_22 Nasze umysły rozciągają się w przestrzeni 
i czasie jako fale w oceanie jednego umysłu. 3.12 1.31 –.19 –1.04

BS_23 Natura jest samoregulującym się ekosyste-
mem świadomości. 2.78 1.20 .25  –.93

BS_24
Jesteśmy istotami nielokalnymi, które loka-
lizują się jako kropka, a następnie napeł-
niają się, aby ponownie stać się nielokalne. 
Wszechświat jest odzwierciedlony w nas.

2.95 1.43 .06 –1.33

BS_25
Mechanika manifestacji: Intencja, ode-
rwanie, skoncentrowane na umożliwieniu 
zestawienia możliwości do rozwijania się.

2.42 1.33 .46 –1.07

BS_26 Umysł i materia są subtelnymi i gęstymi 
wibracjami świadomości (ducha). 2.87 1.31 .16 –1.10

BS_27
Nie jesteśmy wyłaniającą się własnością me-
chanicznego wszechświata, ale sezonową 
aktywnością żywego kosmosu.

3.00 1.39 –.04 –1.25

BS_28
Każda cząstka materialna jest relacją fal 
prawdopodobieństwa w polu nieskończo-
nych możliwości. Ty tym jesteś.

3.07 1.38 –.09 –1.24

BS_29
Jako istoty światła jesteśmy lokalną i nielo-
kalną, związaną z czasem i ponadczasową 
aktualnością i możliwością. 

2.87 1.46 .08 –1.36

BS_30 Materia to doświadczenie w świadomości 
głębszej, niematerialnej rzeczywistości. 2.83 1.26 .06 –1.04

Annotation. Items included in the ten-item version of the scale are highlighted in bold.

cont. Table 2 
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Table 3. Standardized factor loadings of scale items

BSR_10 BSR_30 BSR_10 BSR_30

BS_1 .70 .69 BS_16 .75
BS_2 .71 .71 BS_17 .79
BS_3 .81 .81 BS_18 .81
BS_4 .45 .39 BS_19 .65
BS_5 .73 .74 BS_20 .80
BS_6 .56 BS_21 .65
BS_7 .73 BS_22 .76
BS_8 .60 BS_23 .60
BS_9 .81 BS_24 .83
BS_10 .74 BS_25 .74
BS_11 .78 .84 BS_26 .79
BS_12 .65 .68 BS_27 .78
BS_13 .55 .51 BS_28 .74
BS_14 .76 .77 BS_29 .84
BS_15 .68 .65 BS_30 .65

Annotation. Items with factor loading below 60 are highlighted in bold.

In the second step, confirmatory factor analyses were performed for the origi-
nal versions of the scales on data provided by the authors (Pennycook et al., 2015). 
The ten-item model was a poor fit to the data, similar to Poland. However, the thir-
ty-item model turned out to be a good fit for the data, again similar to Poland. The 
fit of the models for Polish and original American data is presented in Table 4. 

Table 4. Indicators of fit of data to the model

χ2 CFI RMSEA RMSEA 90% CI

Polish ten-position  
version (df = 35) 102.40 .958 .096 .075–.118

American ten-position  
version (df = 35)  88.90 .933 .094 .070–.118

Polish thirty-position  
version (df = 405) 633.74 .973 .052 .044–.060

American thirty-position  
version (df = 405) 585.55 .973 .052 .043–.061
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Intergroup confirmatory factor analysis was then conducted for the Polish and 
original American samples. Due to the high level of fit, only the thirty-item ver-
sion of the scale was analyzed. When comparing levels of model fit, the norms 
of goodness of fit described by Chen (2007) were taken into account: ΔCFI < .010, 
ΔRMSEA < .015. The results of the analysis along with fit indices for the 3 levels of 
measurement equivalence are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Model fit indices for 3 levels of measurement equivalence of the thirty-item 
version of the scale

χ2 CFI RMSEA RMSEA 90% CI

Configural level  
(df = 810) 1203.70 .974 .051 .045–.057

Metric level  
(df = 839) 1264.64 .972 .052 .046–.058

Scalar level  
(df = 928) 1480.13 .964 .056 .051–.062

Comparison of fit levels

Δχ2 ΔCFI ΔRMSEA Δdf

configural  
vs metric  60.94 .002 .001 29

metric  
vs scalar 215.49 .008 .004 89

The adapted thirty-item version of the tool proved to be a good fit for the data 
and also equivalent to the original version at the scalar level. This means that it is 
legitimate to compare correlates and levels of the variable for data obtained using 
the original BSR questionnaire and the Polish version of this tool.

Construct validity analysis

To confirm construct validity, a series of correlation analyzes were performed 
between measures of susceptibility to pseudo-profound bullshit and measures of 
cognitive functioning and epistemically unjustified beliefs. Correlations between 
all measured variables are presented in Table 6.

Differences in depth ratings of pseudo-profound, ordinary, and motivation-
al sentences were also checked using a one-way repeated-measure ANOVA. This 
analysis used a thirty-item scale to measure the perception of pseudo-profound 
bullshit. The analysis showed a significant effect of the factor (F[2.416] = 420.88, 
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p < .001, η2 = .67. Analysis with post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction showed, 
as expected, that motivational sentences were perceived as more profound than 
pseudo-profound bullshit (p < .001), and ordinary sentences as less profound than 
pseudo-profound bullshit (p < .001). Susceptibility to pseudo-profound bullshit 
was positively associated with ontological confusion, religious beliefs and intui-
tive thinking style, and negatively with the analytic thinking style. Recognition of 
pseudo-profound bullshit (i.e. distinguishing pseudo-profound bullshit from truly 
profound sentences) was only associated with the intuitive thinking style (nega-
tively). The values of the correlates obtained in the Polish sample were compared 
with the original ones from the study by Pennycook and team (2015) using tests 
from (Cohen et al., 1983) using the Preacher calculator (2002). The results of the 
analysis are presented in Table 7. The correlation levels did not differ significantly 
between the tested samples. The exception was ontological confusion, which in 
the Polish sample correlated less strongly with susceptibility to pseudo-profound 
bullshit than in the American sample.

Table 6. Correlations between the studied variables and descriptive statistics

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. BSR_10

2. BSR_30 .96***

3. BSR_M .57*** .54***

4. BSR_Z .28*** .24*** .26***

5. Recognizing 
bullshit –.55*** –.53*** .38*** –.05

6. Analytic 
thinking style –.23** –.22** –.13 –.20** .12

7. Intuitive  
thinking style .31*** .34*** .18* .02 –.17* –.21**

8. Ontological 
confusion .18** .17* .07 .22* –.13 –.27*** .26***

9. Religious  
beliefs .27*** .29*** .25*** .11 –.05 –.13 .25*** .24**

Annotation. *** p < .001; ** p < .010; * p < .050. BSR_10, BSR_30 = respectively ten-item and full 
thirty-item scales measuring the perception of pseudo-profound bullshit. BSR_M = percep-
tion of motivational sentences. BSR_Z = perception of ordinary sentences. 
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Table 7. Comparison of correlates obtained in the presented study and from the 
original one with z-tests

BSR_10 
Poland

BSR_10 
USA

z test  
value

BSR_30 
Poland

BSR_30 
USA

z test  
value

Analytic  
thinking style –.23 –.33 z = 1.17 –.22 – –

Intuitive  
thinking style .31 – – .34 .30 z = .45

Ontological  
confusion .18 .31 z = 1.50 .19 .45 z = 2.93**

Religious  
beliefs .27 .27 z = .00 .29 .27 z = .22

Annotation. ** p < .01. BSR_10, BSR_30 = respectively a ten-item scale and a full thirty-item 
scale measuring the perception of pseudo-profound bullshit.

Discussion

The presented article aimed to present the adaptation and psychometric prop-
erties of the Polish version of the scale for measuring susceptibility to pseudo-pro-
found bullshit. The obtained results allow us to assume that the adapted scale is 
a valid tool that allows for reliable measurement. Confirmatory factor analyses con-
firm the one-factor structure of the examined construct and the construct validity 
of the scale was confirmed by correlations with criterion variables. People with 
a higher level of susceptibility to pseudo-profound bullshit thought less analyti-
cally and more intuitively, had higher levels of ontological confusion and religious 
beliefs. These correlates are consistent with those obtained by Pennycook and team 
(2015), and the results of the intergroup confirmatory factor analysis showed that 
the measurement carried out is equivalent to the original one at the scalar level in 
the case of a thirty-item scale. This means that the results obtained using the adapt-
ed thirty-item version of the scale can be compared with the results obtained using 
the original thirty-item version in terms of correlates and level of susceptibility to 
pseudo-profound bullshit.

However, the adaptation and the tool itself are not free from drawbacks. 
Validation of the adapted versions of the scales was carried out on a group, most 
of whom were students of the SWPS University. Therefore, caution should be ex-
ercised when using an adapted tool on the general population. Conducting such 
a study and then verifying the equivalence of such a measurement to that presented 
in this study could solve this problem. A significant difference was also observed 
between the adapted and original versions of the scale in terms of the relationship 
between susceptibility to pseudo-profound bullshit and ontological confusion. 
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This may indicate a poor adaptation of the scale to measure ontological confusion 
or a real difference between populations. However, the biggest problem from our 
perspective is the poor fit of the ten-item model to the data. Both the original and 
the adapted ten-item versions, despite high reliability and proven validity, did not 
meet the criteria of good fit presented by Byrne (1994; CFI > .95, RMSEA < .08). 
Therefore, it is worth conducting broader cross-cultural research to obtain a shorter 
and cross-culturally equivalent abbreviated scale.

Recent research (van Prooijen et al., 2022) indicates an important role of sus-
ceptibility to pseudo-profound bullshit in the context of epistemically unjustified 
beliefs. Reflexive open-mindedness, responsible for susceptibility to pseudo-pro-
found bullshit may be another predictor that helps explain why people believe 
in conspiracies, magical beliefs, or fake news (van Prooijen et al., 2022). This is 
a poorly researched topic and worth taking up, especially considering the social 
harmfulness of conspiracy beliefs and fake news (Roozenbeek et al., 2020; van 
Mulukom et al., 2022).

To sum up, with the help of the thirty-item version of the scale, it is possible 
to examine: the level, determinants, correlates and effects of susceptibility to pseu-
do-profound bullshit in Poland, relating them to the results obtained worldwide 
using the original tool. 
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POLSKA ADAPTACJA  
SKALI PODATNOŚCI NA PSEUDOGŁĘBOKIE BZDURY (BSR)

Streszczenie. W artykule zaprezentowano adaptację i walidację Skali Podatności 
na Pseudogłębokie Bzdury, opracowanej przez Pennycooka i współpracowników 
w 2015 roku. Adaptacja została wykonana metodą tłumaczenia zwrotnego. Wery-
fikacja zaadaptowanego narzędzia została przeprowadzona na grupie studentów 
i użytkowników Facebooka (N = 209) i uwzględniała pełną 30-pozycyjną wersję 
skali oraz skróconą 10-pozycyjną. Sprawdzona została wewnętrzna struktura na-
rzędzia za pomocą konfirmacyjnej analizy czynnikowej oraz jej trafność zewnętrz-
na poprzez analizy korelacji ze zmiennymi kryterialnymi. Polska 30-pozycyjna 



wersja skali osiągnęła akceptowalny poziom dopasowania danych do modelu teo-
retycznego, a pomiar nią był rzetelny oraz równoważny z oryginalnym na pozio-
mie skalarnym. Trafność pomiaru została potwierdzona przez uzyskane korela-
cje ze zmiennymi kryterialnymi – podatność na pseudogłębokie bzdury wiązała 
się z mniej analitycznym i bardziej intuicyjnym stylem myślenia oraz wyższym 
zamieszaniem ontologicznym i poziomem przekonań religijnych. Wyniki wska-
zują na to, że polska adaptacja pełnej wersji skali podatności na pseudogłębokie 
bzdury może być wykorzystywana do badań ilościowych i porównań międzykul-
turowych.
Słowa kluczowe: adaptacja, CRT, intuicja, zamieszanie ontologiczne, pseudogłę-
bokie bzdury
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